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ABSTRACT

A system for polygon overlay is developed using Prolog. The algorithm 
expands the concept of local processing and decomposes the process of 
polygon overlay into a number of stages, resulting in much simplified data 
structures. The system in Prolog adopts a relational approach to data 
structuring. Geometric entities are defined as Prolog facts, and the Prolog 
rules encoding geometry algorithms perform data processing. Processing 
follows a paradigm of set-based operations using iterative search and 
backtracking. Calculation of geometric intersection is done using rational 
arithmetic. Numerical accuracy is therefore preserved, and hence the 
topological consistency is guaranteed. Special cases of chain intersection, 
that is, touching and partially overlapping chains, are handled properly. A 
strategy to remove sliver polygons due to coincidental input is outlined.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a polygon overlay system developed in Prolog. We 
decompose the process of polygon overlay into a number of stages, each of 
which performs certain local operations. Our strategy simplifies data 
structuring. Furthermore, we achieve stability using rational arithmetic to 
compute geometric intersections.

Prolog offers several advantages as a programming tool for geometry 
algorithms. A fundamental problem in dealing with geometry on the 
computer is the primitive nature of conventional programming languages. 
Conceptually simple ideas often are unexpectedly difficult to implement. The 
descriptive nature of Prolog provides a much more intuitive programming 
environment, and hence fosters more readable programs. More specifically, 
Prolog rules are well suited to coding geometry algorithms for set-based 
operations (Swinson 82,83; Gonzalez 84; Franklin 86). Inherent to the 
problem of implementation is the design of data structures. Decomposing the 
complicated process of polygon overlay, we have simplified the data 
structures. Furthermore, Prolog provides a built-in relational database which 
makes data structuring even easier. Another problem in the implementation 
of geometry algorithms is numerical inaccuracy which results in topological
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inconsistency. The problem stems from discretization errors in finite 
precision computer arithmetic (Franklin 84). Prolog has the flexibility of 
operator overloading to allow modular installation of other arithmetic 
domains, such as rational numbers, in existing programs. Our system for 
polygon overlay makes xise of this feature.

The purpose of this paper is therefore two fold: to demonstrate that Prolog is 
a viable programming tool for geometric and geographic data processing, and 
to present rational arithmetic as a practicable solution to the problems 
stemming from discretization errors, in polygon overlay. In this paper, we 
will first briefly survey the previous works on the polygon overlay problem. 
Then, we will describe our polygon overlay system and the design of our data 
structures. We will discuss further on the issue of using rational arithmetic 
to calculate geometric intersections, and will outline an approach to removing 
slivers due to coincidental input data. We have implemented our system on 
a SUN 2/170 machine running C-Prolog version 1.5 (Pereira 86) and we are 
gathering more results at the time of this writing.

A BRIEF SURVEY

Polygon overlay encompasses a number of geometric and topological 
computation problems. During the 70's when geographic information systems 
were first developed, geographers thought of polygon overlay as "the most 
complex problem of geographic data structuring..." (Chrisman 76). Reports 
studying the problem at further length also had similar remarks (Goodchild 
78; White 78). Guevara presented formal treatment and an analysis of 
several solutions in his thesis (Guevara 83).

Fundamental to the development of a solution during the 70's was the 
research effort in computational geometry. Solutions to basic problems of 
polygon intersection, and point-in-polygon inclusion were reported in 
(Eastman 72; Franklin 72) and (Ferguson 73), respectively. Shamos and 
Bentley in 1976 developed a number of algorithms to efficiently solve many 
geometry problems (Shamos 76). Preparata and Shamos organized most of 
the work in the design and analysis of geometry algorithms in their book 
(Preparata 85). Algorithms in determining polyline intersections were 
particularly important to polygon overlay. Burton designed a data structure, 
called Binary Search Polygon Representation, for efficient processing of 
polygons and polylines (Burton 77). Study on algorithms to determine 
polyline intersections were reported in (Freeman 75) and (Little 79).

Systems with polygon overlay implemented were available in the late 70's. 
The well-known CGIS - Canadian Geographic Information System combined 
grid/raster based approach with vector based approach to perform map 
overlay (Tomlinson 76). Two systems, PIOS - Polygon Information Overlay 
System (DeBerry 79) and MOSS - Map Overlay and Statistical System (Reed
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82), both operate on two polygons at a time in pairwise comparison. By far a 
much more advanced algorithm due to White introduced the concept of local 
processing in WHIRLPOOL - a program in the system ODYSSEY (White 78). 
Franklin described an adaptive grid for efficient determination of intersecting 
objects (Franklin 80,83a). We implemented this idea in Prolog as presented 
in this paper. Teng reported a system taking a topological approach which 
quite likely is based on the concept of local processing (Teng 86).

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

Polygon overlay is the process of superimposing two maps: Given two maps 
A and B, the polygon overlay process produces an output map C which 
comprises all the information of each input map, as well as the spatial 
correlation information. Map C contains all the chains of A and B; 
intersecting chains are split at the intersection points. Thus C contains all 
the nodes of A and B, and the new nodes generated at the intersection 
points. Each polygon in C is the intersection of two polygons, one in each of 
A and B.

Input/Output File Structures
We assume data consistency in our input maps. An input map is a file of
variable length records. Each record is a Prolog "fact" in the following
format:

cham(C,Nl,N2,[[X, Y],.. \,P1,P2)

Each record is uniquely identified by name C; Nl,N2 are the names of the 
beginning and ending nodes; [[Jf, Y],...] is the list of (x,y) coordinates for the 
vertices along the polyline structure from Nl to N2; and P1,P2 are the 
polygons to the left and right of chain in the direction from Nl to N2. The 
output map is a set of chain records in the same format, with each polygon 
identified as the intersection of two input polygons.

An Overview of The System
Our system divides the polygon overlay process into three major stages. 
Each is further subdivided into a number of steps. The following presents a 
brief description of the three stages. We will then discuss each stage in 
further detail.

1. Chain Intersection.
Determine intersecting chains and split them at the intersection points.

2. Polygon Formation.
Link the chains to form the output polygons.

3. Overlay Identification.
Identify each output polygon as the intersection of two input polygons.
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Chain Intersection Determining chain intersections is inevitably the 
performance bottle-neck in the polygon overlay process. To speed it up, we 
cast an adaptive grid over the edge segments (Franklin 83b). The intention 
is to isolate cases of intersection to within those elements that occupy the 
same grid cell. Implemented in our polygon overlay system, it involves the 
following steps:

1.1 Compute an appropriate grid size to form the grid.

1.2 Cast each edge element into each of the grid cells occupies. For each 
edge segment E, enter a fact edge_m_grid(E,G) for each grid cell G 
occupied by E.

1.3 Collect the edges in each grid cell for pairwise comparison. For each 
grid cell with potentially intersecting edges El,E2,..., enter a fact 
edges_m_same_grtd(G, [El,E2,...}).

1.4 For each grid cell, test all pairs of edges in it to determine intersecting 
pairs. Split the edges and form a new node at the intersection point.

Figure 1 depicts the casting of a grid to isolate the intersection cases. The 
process splits the intersecting chains at the point of intersection. Hence, we 
have all the chains of the output map: the chains do not intersect each other 
except at the nodes.

Figure 1. The grid isolates potentially intersecting edge segments.

Polygon Formation. Here we connect the chains to form polygons of 
the output map. The steps involved are the following:
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2.1 For each chain, identify the incident nodes at both head and tail, and 
calculate the incident angles. Enter the facts as 
mcidence(node,cham_incidence, angle).

2.2 At each node, sort the incident chains into proper cyclic order. For 
each node TV, enter the facts as node(N,\Cl,C2,...\) for chain 
incidences Cl,C2,... sorted in order.

2.3 Each consecutive pair of incident chains identifies a corner of an 
output polygon; enter the facts as linkage(\Cl,C2}), linkage([C2,CS\), 
. ., linkage(\Cn,Cl\), one for each pair of adjacent chains.

2.4 Link up the linkage facts in proper cyclic order. For example, connect 
linkage(\Cl,C2}) and lmkage(\C2,CS,C4\) to form 
linkage(\Cl,C2,CS,C4\). Each complete cycle, such as 
hnkage([Cl,C2, . ,C1\) identifies a polygon.

Figure 2 illustrates these steps. We form all the polygons with only local 
operations.

Overlay Identification. For each output polygon, we need to determine 
the two polygons, one from each input map, which intersect to form it. We 
observe that there are two kinds of output polygons: If the boundary chains 
of output polygon C involve the chains of two different polygons A and B, 
one from each map, C is AnB. Otherwise, all the boundary chains around C 
must come from the same polygon, A which is completely contained in a 
polygon B in the other input map. Then C is Ar\B. To determine B, we can 
search the neighbors of C and their neighbors, and so on. The search fails 
only when the two input maps are not involved in any chain intersection.

EXACT RATIONAL ARITHMETIC

Rational arithmetic has been in use in many symbolic mathematics 
computation systems, most notably MACSYMA (Macsyma 83), which is in 
Lisp. The Unix system also provides a library of multiple precision integer 
arithmetic in C (Sun 86a), and serveral tools are available for calculations 
using rational arithmetic (Sun 86b). We developed a package for exact 
rational arithmetic in Prolog (Wu 86). In exact rational arithmetic, we 
evaluate an expression to a fraction, of both denominator and numerator as 
integers with virtually no overflow limit. Since Prolog allows operator 
overloading, the syntax for arithmetic expression remains unchanged. 
Installation of the package in an existing program is relatively simple.

Stability and Special Cases
Numerical inaccuracy has long been a problem with geometric computation, 
since it leads to topological inconsistency. With rational arithmetic we are 
able to circumvent problems of arithmetic inaccuracy arising from
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(1) polygon overlay example
(2) nodes and chains after splitting intersecting chains
(3) form linkage record for each polygon corner at every node
(1) connect linkages to form polygons

chain #1 [a, d] 
chain #2. [a, e, d] 
chain #3: [a, b, c, d]

Map B————————• 
chain #4 [f, g, h, i, f]

#19

node(6,[h(l8),t(l9),t(24),h(21)]).

Iinkage([ht(l9),ht(18)]). 
Iinkage([ht(24),th(l9)]). 
linkage([th(21),th(24)]). 
Iinkage([th(l8),ht(2l)j).

(3)

#24

#11
#25

polygon(1, (ht(18), ht(19)])
polygon(2, [ht(6), th(14), th(15)])
polygon(3, [th(6), th(12), ht(10)])
polygon(4, (th(5), ht(9), ht(12)])
polygon(5, (ht(11), th(9)])
polygon(6, [ht(5), ht(15), th(18). ht(21), ht(25)])
polygon(7, (th(21). th(24)])
polygon(8, (ht(24), th(19), ht(14), th(10), th(11), th(25)])

Figure 2. The process of linking chains to form polygons.
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discretization errors. Given the coordinates in rational numbers, the 
coordinates of the intersection point are always rational, since the 
intersection point between two line segments is the solution to a linear 
equation with rational coefficients. Hence we can guarantee stability in the 
numerical computation for geometric intersections in the polygon overlay 
process.

Since we can preserve numerical accuracy in our calculations, we can also 
properly identify the special cases of chain intersections including touching 
and partially overlapping chains. We limit our handling of special cases to 
only the primitive operations, which in our case is in intersecting edge 
segments. We check absolute equality instead of setting a tolerance to 
identify cases of the end point of an edge segment lying exactly on another 
edge segment, as well as intersection between colinear edge segments. Thus 
we consider two edge segments not intersecting if they overlap exactly, and 
we can identify overlapping chains when forming polygpns since they have 
the same incident angle at their beginning and ending nodes.

Coincidental Input Data and Slivers
Although rational arithmetic offers total accuracy, a realistic problem with 
map data is coincidental input. Two input maps may have data values of 
the same feature only approximately equal. As a result, the polygon overlay 
process generates an output map with sliver polygons which have to be 
removed. Goodchild studied the problem of slivers and established a measure 
of the number of sliver polygons related to number of edge segments in the 
coincidental input data (Goodchild 77). We are developing rules to 
automatically recognize and remove these sliver polygons. We1 outline' our 
approach below:

Recognizing Slivers A sliver polygon has a small area and has few 
bounding edges. We identify three kinds of sliver shapes: a rounded polygon, 
elongated strip, and a crooked strip. Figure 3 illustrates the different kinds of 
slivers. They can be recognized by their small area, a small minimum 
diameter, or a small ratio of area to that of its convex hull.

elongated strip

Figure 3. Three kinds of slivers.
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Sliver Removal. We remove a sliver by coalescing it with one of its 
neighboring polygons which is not a sliver. This would avoid coalescing 
slivers to form a non-sliver polygon. A polygon is coalesced to its neighbor 
by removing the boundary chain in common, and updating the adjacent 
polygon fields in the remaining boundary chains.

SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The polygon overlay system is implemented using C-Prolog version 1.5, an 
interpreter written in C. The system runs on SUN 2/170 machine running 
Unix 4.2 bsd from SUN microsystems release 3.0. Figure 4 shows a test run 
of two reduced maps with a total of 1720 vertices and 1826 edge segments in 
328 chains. The adaptive grid system casted a grid of 116X100 cells onto 
the scene. 714 pairs of edges were examined and 118 pairs actually 
intersected. The system uses approximately 11 CPU hours to complete the 
entire overlay process.

Figure 4. Test example with USA vs USA.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a polygon overlay system developed in Prolog. The 
system decomposes the complicated process of polygon overlay into various 
stages. This decomposition allows us to use only simple data structures and 
mostly local processing operations. Prolog offers a relational database for 
geometric entities stored as Prolog facts, and a logic programming approach 
to the encoding of geometry algorithms for data processing. An exact 
rational arithmetic package enables us to preserve numerical accuracy in 
calculating intersections. We can then guarantee topological consistency, and 
properly identify and handle special cases such as touching and overlapping 
chains. We have also outlined our strategy to remove sliver polygons due to 
coincidental input data.
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